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Abstract
The CMS experiment has two largely populated databases for CMS meta-data, the Data Book
keeping System (DBS) and data location system (PhEDEx) which are populated by the production
teams with information on the identity and contents of the CMS datasets.
Due to internal workflow organization some information may not be in sync between these
databases, e.g. the number of files in each dataset etc. The goal of this project is to develop a crossconsistency tool to get periodic updates about database discrepancies.
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Describing the Data
The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) Detector produces a huge amount of raw data every second. Through
the application of various filters and multi-level triggers, the amount of data is reduced to around 600
megabytes (This is suspected to be an older figure and the actual number should be bigger) a second [2].
The amount of data despite the reduction by triggers is large.
Dealing with such amounts of data is difficult and a lot of information about this data is required in order
to make meaningful use of it. This data about the data is known as metadata.
The two primary metadata datasets that formed the basis of this project were Data Book keeping Service
(DBS) and Physics Experiment Data Export (PhEDEx).While DBS and PhEDEx both store similar data,
their purposes are entirely different.

1. Data Book keeping Service (DBS):
The Data Book keeping Service (DBS) provides a catalog of event metadata for Monte Carlo
and recorded data of the CMS experiment. DBS contains record of what data exist, their
process-oriented provenance information, including parentage relationships of files and
datasets, their configurations of processing steps, as well as associations with run numbers
and luminosity sections to find any particular subset of events within a dataset, on a large
scale of about 200,000 datasets and more than 40 million files, which adds up to around 700
GB of metadata [1].

2. Physics Experiment Data Export (PhEDEx):
The Physics Experiment Data Export (PhEDEx) project was started in 2004 to manage global
data transfers for CMS over the Grid in a robust, reliable, and scalable way. PhEDEx is based
on a high-availability Oracle database cluster hosted at CERN (Transfer Management Data
Base, or TMDB) acting as a blackboard" for the system state (data replica location and
current tasks). Users can request transfers of datasets or blocks of files through the interactive
PhEDEx web site; a web data service is also available for integration with other CMS data
management components [1].
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Initial Steps and Testing

So during the initial days, we discussed different ways to tackle the problem of resolving inconsistencies.
One of the ways was using the Oracle database which already had DBS and PhEDEx data available. Another
approach discussed involved using Apache Spark as the PhEDEx data was also available through hdfs and
DBS data could be obtained either by adding it to hdfs or through DBS APIs. We went for the first approach
that is using oracle database both due to its simplicity and due to easier availability of the data.
After accesses to all the copies of the DBS and PhEDEx tables had been obtained, a number of test
procedures were built to understand the size of the data stored and speed at which the whole table could be
traversed and also to measure the time taken for other operations such as comparison of different columns.

Initial tests which used a limited set of fields gave encouraging results with maximum time for a
rudimentary comparison script to run being around 5 to 7 minutes. So all blocks of DBS were being
traversed and compared with PhEDEx in around 5-7 minutes.

These test procedures were later removed from the github repository as they had served their purpose,
however access to them should be available through git version control if it is required. But due to their
primitive nature, it would require the user to install them manually into a suitable schema with all the
required grants.
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The tables and Schemas

The DBS schema’s copy that was being used for this project was named cms_dbs3_prod_part. It was a
partial copy of the production DBS database. The tables of DBS that were being used were named Blocks,
files and PhEDEx’s partial copy was named cms_transfermgmt_part. The tables of PhEDEx that were the
counterparts to blocks and files were T_DPS_BLOCK and T_DPS_FILE.

I was using the schema named cms_dbs_tranf_ver which had select grants to both of the above schemas
and all the procedures were running through this schema and also the results were being stored on the tables
that were created on this schema only. To store the results of the inconsistencies, three tables were created,
these were inconsistent_blocks, inconsistent_files and invalid_dbs_blocks.

The inconsistent_blocks and inconsistent_files tables as is evident from their names, store details about
inconsistent blocks and files respectively. The invalid_dbs_blocks table stores details about those blocks
which contain at least one invalid file. The total number of files and the number of invalid files in a block
are also stored in this table. Only blocks where all its files were found to be valid re not stored in this table.
There is also an is_valid field in this table which has the value 1 if all the files in the block are invalid and
it is zero otherwise.
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The output

One of the first things done in this project was agreement on the format of the outputs. It was agreed to use
Comma Separated Value (CSV) file format due to its simplicity as well as the possibility of use in other
applications such as an input for web based visualization tools.

As discussed earlier, the procedures running in oracle were storing the results in a table. Rather than using
yet another procedure for generating the CSV files, I used python to extract and produce the CSV files.
This also had the advantage that creating a command line interface was easier and it also allowed me to
create many custom options for the CSV output like including only certain types of blocks or files. Such
degree of customization in the output CSV file would have been difficult to achieve using plsql procedures
alone.
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Format of CSV file

Before discussing the format of the CSV file it is important to understand the type of inconsistencies
expected. There should be three broad cases of inconsistency which are expected to be extracted. They are:

1. A block/file is present in DBS but not in PhEDEx.
2. A block/file is not present in DBS but it is present in PhEDEx.
3. Both DBS and PhEDEx have the data blocks/files but parameters like size or number of files do
not match.

Based on these types of inconsistencies, the format which was agreed upon was:
DBS_BLOCK_ID,DATASET_ID_DBS,BLOCK_NAME_DBS,FILE_COUNT_DBS,BLOCK_SIZE_
DBS,OPEN_MISMATCH_DBS,PHEDX_BLOCK_ID,DATASET_ID_PHEDX,BLOCK_NAME_PH
EDX,FILE_COUNT_PHEDX,BLOCK_SIZE_PHEDX,OPEN_MISMATCH_PHEDX
So CSV file would contain rows of inconsistency data formatted in this way. The first part on the CSV row
is obtained from DBS and the second part from PhEDEx. According to this format, the rows for the three
cases would look like.

1. This is the case where a Block is present in DBS but not in PhEDEx. As we can see that the right
part of the row is empty and consists only of commas which are the value separators. An example
of this case is provided below.

555717,13394,/Cosmics/Commissioning09-PromptReco-v1/RECO#b671cae3-5b60-498c-b6899797038757eb,20,104660375913,0,,,,,,
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2. This case is similar to the above case but instead of missing PhEDEx, DBS block is missing. So the
values on the left consist only of the comma which again are the value separators. An example of this case
is provided below.

,,,,,,6905414,890207,/DYJetsToLL_M-50_HT-800to1200_TuneCUETP8M1_13TeVmadgraphMLM-pythia8/RunIISummer15GS-MCRUN2_71_V1-v1/GEN-SIM#a4fbc1c4-38d111e6-a6d3-001e67abefa8,4,9493245405,1

3. In this third and final case, we see that the values for both DBS and PhEDEx blocks are present but there
is a mismatch in one of the block parameters. An example of this case is also provided below.

14668820,12528293,/SingleMuMinusFlatPt3To70_EtaPhiRestricted/RunIIFall15DR76PU25nsData2015v1_76X_mcRun2_asymptotic_v12-v1/AODSIM#3fcf519c-9a81-11e5-8972a0369f23d008,1,2147483647,0,5768578,796298,/SingleMuMinusFlatPt3To70_EtaPhiRestricted
/RunIIFall15DR76-PU25nsData2015v1_76X_mcRun2_asymptotic_v12-v1/AODSIM#3fcf519c9a81-11e5-8972-a0369f23d008,1,2709479936,0

Along with these formats, it was also agreed that we need to have a row indicating the column names and
the next row to the column names giving the number of rows in the document. Adding these extra rows is
also handled by the python files that are responsible for creating the CSV files in the required format.

This format description is also provided in the direction.md [3] file of the github repository.
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Description of the procedures used in Consistency verification

The diagram below depicts the procedures and their dependency on other procedures. The leaf nodes in this
pseudo-graph can be considered as independent procedures and the parent nodes are the procedures those
procedure which depend upon the leaf node procedures.

1. Verify_Consistency_sequence
The Verify_consistency_sequence is the main procedure which runs a sequence of other procedures. It
effectively is the procedure that orchestrates the whole consistency verification process. It starts with wiping
old data from the tables (wipe_tables procedure) and then it runs consistency_verification_2 followed by
consistency_verification_phedx and then it calls the file_level_driver and finally the file_level_invalidation
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procedure. This is the procedure that is expected to be run as a DBMS Job periodically.the sequence in
which the procedures are executed by verify_consistency_sequence is significant since each of the
procedure depends upon the successful execution of its preceding procedures to run.

2. Consistency_verification_2
This procedure is the block level consistency verification procedure, it scans the BLOCKS table in DBS
and T_DPS_BLOCK table in PhEDEx to find inconsistent blocks by comparing parameters such as block
size, the number of files in the block (file count) and also the open/close status of the block. Blocks where
these parameters don't match or cases where there is a DBS block for which a PhEDEx block and vice versa
is not found are then stored in the inconsitent_blocks table using the insert_inconsistent_block_procedure.

3. Consistency_verification_phedex

Finds all DBS blocks from the inconsistent_blocks tables which have no equivalent PhEDEx counterpart
and then scans all of their files for the validity status of the files. If all files are found to be invalid then this
is stored in the invalid_dbs_blocks. It also stores the field IS_BLOCK_INVALID as 1. If not all files are
invalid, the IS_BLOCK_INVALID is stored as zero along with the number of invalid and total files. Also
if the number of invalid files is found to be zero then details of such a block are not recorded in the
invalid_dbs_blocks table.

4. File_level_driver

This procedure manages consistency verification at the file level. It just finds blocks which are present in
both PhEDEx and DBS but have a mismatch in a parameter such as file count or block size and then applies
file_level_verification and file_level_verification_phedx procedures for each of the blocks. The results of
these procedures are stored in the inconsistent_files table by the insert_inconsistent_file procedure.

5. File_level_invalidation
This procedure uses the inconsistent_blocks table to find all the blocks which have no PhEDEx counterpart
and check the validity status for all the contained files. The results of this operation are stored in the
invalid_dbs_blocks table. The fields of this table also store the total number of files in a block and how
many of them are inconsistent as well as is_invalid field which stores 1 if all files stored are invalid.If all
the files of a block are` valid then no record of that block is stored, on the other hand, blocks having a part
of their files invalid are stored in the invalid_dbs_blocks but the is_block_invalid field for them is assigned
as 0.
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6. Wipe_tables

The wipe tables procedure is used to clear the contents of the inconsistentc_blocks, inconsistent_files and
invalid_dbs_blocks tables before other procedures contained in the verify_consistency_sequence can be
run. Earlier this procedure used the delete from method but this was later replaced with the faster truncate
method.

7. Insert_inconsistent_block
This procedure's function is to insert a record into the inconsistent_blocks table.The reason behind creating
this procedure rather than using a direct insert statement was to make it to easier and shorter to use insertion
and also as capabilities like producing the time stamp and converting it into unix time can be handled by
the procedure automatically.

8. File_level_verification
Finds all the files in DBS for a given DBS block_id and then finds the corresponding file in PhEDEx. If the
file is found then compares parameter such as file size and checksums, Adler32 and stores the results via
insert_inconsistent_file procedure if an inconsistency is found. If file is not found in PhEDEx then also an
inconsistency is recorded using the insert_inconsistent_file procedure.

9. File_level_verification_PhEDEx
Performs the same function as file_level_verification but from PhEDEx's side. It iterates over files in
PhEDX's T_DPS_FILE finding files with a given input of a block_id to verify the existence of the same
files in DBS's table of FILES. It does not perform parameter checking processes as that is already handled
by the file_level_verification and if files of PhEDX are present in DBS then their parameters are assumed
to have been checked and handled by the other procedure. This procedure just detects absence of PhEDX
files in DBS.
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10. checksum_parser_PhEDEx
PhEDEx and DBS store checksums in different ways. While DBS has separate fields for each type of
checksum, PhEDEx stores all checksums in a single field as a set of key value pairs.
This procedure takes the string of key value pairs of PhEDEx checksums as input and provides outputs in
the form of Adler32 and Checksum. These values then can be used for comparison of files between DBS
and PhEDEx.

11. Insert_inconsistent_file
This procedure performs the identical function as the insert_inconsistent_block but instead of inserting
inconsistet_blocks, it is used for inserting consistent files to the inconsistent_files table.

12. Create_job
This procedure is used to create the DBMS job that will be run on the database. By default it ise set to run
at 03:00 every day. It will execute the verify_consistency_sequence every 24 hours.
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CLI using ARGPARSE
After the completion of PL/SQL procedures, the next part of the project was creating the
command line interface using python that will be used to generate the CSV files.
I used argparse to create this command line interface due to its simplicity and was able to
incorporate many features in it that allows us to create CSV files with a good level of customization.

1. login
This file contains a function called return_credentials() and as suggested by its name, it stores
and returns the login credentials for the database.

2. Connect_db
This file has the connect() function and it is used every time a connection
to the DB is
required. It is also capable of printing an error message incase invalid credentials are supplied
which leads to the connection being refused

3. Csv_functions
This file has functions that are used during the processes of creating the CSV files. The
rearrange() function is used to rearrange the table’s columns into the order that is specified by
the required CSV format.
The generate_header() function uses the cursors’ description attribute to extract column names
and join it into a row that s added to the beginning of every CSV file created.
The assign_sql() function is used in choosing the appropriate sql query to execute in order to
produce the get an output of the rows that satisfy the criteria as provided by the user.

4. Cli_functions
This file contains functions that are used for parsing arguments by argparse as well as
generating appropriate csv files by calling csv_gen() functions.

5. Csv_gen
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This file has the create_csv() function that performs the actual creation of the CSV file by
combining various parameters and functions from the above python files. It will also create
CSV files containing all inconsistencies by default if called directly though this approach is
not recommended.

6. Verify_consistency
This is the main python file that imports cli_functions module and calls functions which parse
the command line arguments and call the appropriate responses to them. This file by default
will produce CSV files containing all the inconsistencies if no other parameter is provided.

The code for these files can be seen in the github repository inside the python_files folder[4].

Python versions
The command line interface has been tested with both python 2.6 (used on lxplus) and
Python 2.7 (default for CMS) versions and no problems due to the different versions were
encountered.
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Details about the Bash scripts

There are also two bash scripts that have been included in the github repository. These are
install_tables_and_procedures.sh and db_wipe_sequence.sh
Install_tables_and_procedures script is useful as it automates the process of creating all the
tables and adding all the procedures to the schema. The user of this script needs to edit the script
to add the username and password.It concatenates the sql and plsql code in the sql_files folder in
a particular order so that procedures that are dependent on other procedures are not installed first
as doing so would cause errors.
Db_wipe_sequence script is useful for deleting all the data and removing all the tables and
procedures from the schema.It acts like an uninstall script for our consistency verification tool. It
however cannot remove the DBMS job that is created by install_tables_and_procedures script. We
also need to edit this script to add the login credentials.
These scripts are designed to function properly only when they are run after navigating into the
DBConsistencyCheck folder. If new plsql procedures are created, their names should be added to
these scripts also.
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A screenshot of the Help message Displayed in the CLI

This screenshot shows the message that is displayed when help tags is sent into the
python program. As it can be seen various options are available for use by the user
and this leads to creation of customized files for the user.
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A screenshot of the CSV file

Here a CSV output of the inconsistency data can be seen. This CSV contains inconsistent blocks
that are present in DBS but absent in PhEDEx. This is only a single screen shot of the CSV file
and does not show the complete file.
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Future Work
For the future of this project, I would recommend building the consistency verification tool through apache
Spark and then re-implementing a basic version of the consistency verification procedures to get an idea
about performance. If the results are found to be favorable, it should be worthwhile to build an
implementation of the full-fledged tool in spark. At this point of time, PhEDEx data is already available on
HDFS [5] and DBS data can be obtained either through the DBS APIs [5] or may be obtained by dumping
its data to HDFS first. In the future, some level of migration of DBS data to HDFS may also be done.

The comparison of the spark tool with the Oracle tool is expected to help us to arrive at a better
understanding of speed and performance of both the tools and also help us in the goal of making an optimal
choice in the development of a consistency verification tool for CMS metadata which ultimately is our
objective.
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